
Unscramble the terms below that are found throughout Chapter 10.  Once you place the letters from the    
unscrambled words into the boxes at the bottom of the puzzle, you will reveal a connection between fossils 
and evolution.
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1. helps an organism to survive and reproduce in its 
    environment
2. hard structures in animals that can be compared
3. drawings used to show how species are related
4. scientist who first explained how evolution happens
5. study of physical similarities & differences between
    organisms
6. where genetic information is stored
7. conditions in an environment that affect things that live
    there
8. process in which populations change over time
9. when a species dies out completely
10. birds that Darwin studied in the Galapagos Islands
11. remains or traces of organisms that lived long ago
12. history of life as recorded in fossils
13. islands explored by Darwin
14. why organisms within a population are different
15. Lyell wrote about this, giving Darwin ideas

16. what happens when there are limited resources
17. pollution can cause this
18. process by which those that have traits that help them       
to survive can do so long enough to reproduce,                  
passing on DNA
19. when these enter an area, it can lead to extinction
20. group of organisms of the same species living in an
      area
21. Malthus wrote about this, giving Darwin ideas
22. when separated groups become isolated & cannot 
      interbreed
23. fossils are found in this type of rock
24. farmers do this with plants & animals, giving Darwin
      ideas
25. when a population is split apart
26. forming new species
27. a group of organisms that can breed & make offspring
28. a characteristic made by DNA
29. type of animal that evolved from land- to ocean-
      dwelling
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